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Abstract 
This paper is based on the add-ons directed to accessibility, an essential requirement nowadays. The purpose is to analyze 
Firefox and its set of options that facilitates the navigation to specific groups of the society formed by disabled people. To 
facilitate the comprehension and analysis, these groups were divided in three types of deficiencies: visual, physical and 
cognitive. Thus, the Firefox add-ons were analyzed in order to verify its use and so, provide support related to accessibility 
issues. The points observed were classified according their utility, their relevance related to help the developers and the 
deficiency type addressed. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays a big worry that the web developers must have is to certify that all people, independent of their 
necessities, have ample access to the resources developed, this is called web accessibility. The parcel of people 
with the most diverse disabilities, both physical and cognitive, including elderlies is significant and it has been 
 
In this context, a big part of the educational institutions and enterprises use the internet when they require 
some activities types from their entailed people and if the sites are accessible for disabled, and elderlies, it will 
be insure equal rights in the most part of people related to the institution. However what it is found, in the 
current time, on the World Wide Web is a noteworthy deficit of accessibility resources, although the disabled 
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rights are getting more and more detailed explicit by the anti-discriminatory policy and by the already existent 
laws [6][7]. 
When a developer does not consider accessibility issues when creating a site he will be removing great 
opportunities for use of resources by a significantly large users group, those with special needs. These people 
are capable as any other, but they are often blocked by poorly developed sites, even using assistive tools. Many 
developers simply ignore or unaware the current accessibility guidelines justifying it by the greater complexity 
and cost of accessible developing [4]. 
In order to assist the accessible development, there are the accessibility guidelines offered by the WCAG, 
expressing the accessibility essential requirements [8]. Other tools helping make navigation more accessible are 
some complements available on the web, especially the Firefox add-ons directed to accessibility. The 
difference found on Firefox stimulating this research was the worry of this browser with accessibility and its 
availability of plug-ins, themes and extensions facilitating disabled navigation. 
In order to support the developer work there are some tools, and it is important to optimize the work. Often 
developers want to make accessible artifacts but do not have an adequate tool support [9], and there are add-ons 
in this sense, this being one of the criteria checked this research. 
This paper is organized as follows: on Section 2 are presented the Firefox add-ons, on Section 3 are cited 
this study related works, on Section 4 are discussed in a more detailed way the Firefox add-ons, on Section 5 it 
is explained this analysis methodology, on Section 6 are presented the results found and on Section 7 exposed 
the conclusions followed by this study references. 
2. Firefox add-ons 
The Firefox add-ons are organized in three groups: i) themes, ii) plug-ins and iii) extensions, as showed on 
Figure 1. These add-ons are programs created to add resources on the browser. It would be impracticable or 
even unnecessary that the product come with all the complements, because they attend to specific necessities 
of determinate users. Thus, there are millions ways to personalize this browser using the add-ons available on 
the Firefox official page [2]. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 1. Firefox Add-  
Conceptually plug-ins are programs complementing a main program adding function to it, while extensions 
create or modify some functionality. There is a subtle difference between plug-ins and extension, the first, if 
 
The research made here focuses on the Firefox add-ons. Thus, it is important to stick out soon this browser 
origin and its influence in the present time [1]. The Firefox origin, until now called Mozilla, is connected to 
Netscape, which supported it. Sometime later the Netscape published the source code of the Netscape Browser 
under open code license, then, an organization without lucrative aim was created to coordinate the browsers 
development using this code, an
was growing more and more, according to more resources that had been added to it. This process, called as 
S his 14 years old; decide developing his 
own browser based on Mozilla, planning something simple and rational.  
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In 2003, when Ben Goodger joined the project, the development entered in a fast progress stage. After 
frustrate trials to register the browser as Phoenix and Firebird, its name was registered as Firefox and it was 
officially introduced on the market in its final version in November 2004, when about 23 millions of people 
downloaded the browser. In November 24 of the same year, the use of Internet Explorer had fallen 5% and the 
Firefox had already reached 4.5%. According to market researches dated on August 2008, Firefox occupy 
about 20% of the market and at this moment this browser is the second more utilized all over the world. 
An important detail to be detached is that this browser demonstrates a big consideration with accessibility, 
and has a preoccupation showing a simple and clear interface, including just the most utilized options and 
making available other options in its official site for people to download according to each ones specific 
necessity, making it more practical and personalized. 
An easy way 
-  is possible to install -ons 
users discretion to pick out for the one considered as the most adequate. After choosing the complement, the 
the complement will be installed automatically. After the installation it's just necessary to close Firefox and 
open it again, and then the complement will be already available to use. 
3. Related work 
The line of research in this paper it was verified that there are researches referring to Firefox and also to its 
complements, but no one that investigate the Firefox complements 
that beside the Firefox add-ons study this paper is directed to accessibility, a key requirement at the time of 
current technology. 
Gray (2008) [1], in his research about the Firefox history, mention in a detailed form each advance presented 
by the browser, since its beginning until its current version. In this work it was detached that the browser 
guarantees a good accomplishment of the W3C accessibility guidelines, since the web artifacts has been in 
conformity [8]. The author still observes, according to Brendan Eich, the Firefox technology chief, this browser 
is better especially because of its extension mechanism called add-on. 
Although Gray has made a rich and detailed research about Firefox, he focuses just on the browser 
-ons study, and this is the difference between 
preoccupation the additional accessibility options available on the browser. 
In Sloan et al. (2006) accessibility web research [6] is related that the web content usability levels for the 
disabled are persistently low. According to them the difficulty and the accessible implementation costs must be 
considered. The study delves on the problems faced to follow the accessibility standards, but is restricted 
to discussion of the accessibility rules. Differently of this, the study presented here search about disabled web 
use and the difficulties found and also embrace the complements presentation helping these people web access. 
The research of Lara et al. (2006) focuses in the WCAG improvement for elderly web accessibility. The 
authors warn about the continuo growth of elderly users and, seen that them, in a great number, presents visual, 
cognitive and physical abilities declination [3]. The variety of barriers faced by elderlies are also related and 
based on it, the author give improvement proposals on the web accessibility norms pretending to facilitate 
 
This research is rich on proposals, but it focus just on accessibility for elderlies and in browser incorporated 
tools, while here the accessibility is considered in its general form, including elderlies and disabled in general 
focusing on the Firefox complements use. 
Observing the cited researches, it is clear that each one has a different focuses and each one has its own 
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importance on the evolution and improvement of the subject treated, bu
specification approached here. 
4. Firefox add-ons and its relation with Accessibility 
The Firefox make available a repository of complements called add-ons, with more than 6.500 extras which 
allow the addition of resources according to each user necessities. This repository is significantly used by the 
users who personalize the browser like they want using the plug-ins, themes and extensions presented on this 
base. The Firefox complements have already more than 2.5 billion of downloads. Inside the add-ons set, it is 
possible to make searches of  
Typing a keyword or a phrase on the search field, all add-ons referred to the research appears, and then the 
user pick out among the option which add-on is more adequate for him. 
The add-ons are created by millions of developers of Mozilla community which embrace from people who 
develop by hobby to big corporations. All add-ons are reviewed before being featured by Firefox. If the add-on 
user responsibility until the complement is reviewed and classified as featured. 
In this base, there are add-ons for the most diverse purposes, some of them destined to facilitate social 
networking access, indicating resources status, others destined to web developers, and some dedicated for 
accessibility.  
5. Methodology 
The research methodology involve the selection and inspection of add-ons to formation and tabulation of a 
table, and posterior analysis it. 
Thus, the add-ons base, cited on anterior section, was accessed on December of 2011, and after inserted the 
-ons (54) were analyzed manually by this paper 
authors. 
The following criterions were established to analysis of each research results: i) ii) if the 
complement helps the developers and iii) an abstract of its utility. Another feature verified was which disability 
the complement is destined, but because of this paper size, this datum is not presented on the table, but the 
quantity is presented in a figure on the following section. 
-ins with 
Firefox servers. It is an average expressed in the base to indicate the complements used. As mentioned in the 
official site of the browser "add-ons downloaded from website Firefox check for updates once per day".  
6. Results 
Table 1 indicates each complement 
paper presents conclusions about these add-ons.  
Table 1. Presentation of add-ons and its features 
Name Users  Help  developers Abstract 
About:accessibilityenabled 241 X An about page to show whether accessibility API support is enabled. 
Absolute load control 545 
 
It adds a context menu to stop/reload for more fine grained control over page 
loading 
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Accessibar 1,118  Toolbar that allows easy manipulation of page display and text to speech 
output. 
Accessibility Evaluation 
Toolbar 
8,339 X Support web developers in testing web resources for accessibility features. 
Accessibility Scripts Toolbar 44  A toolbar containing scripts to improve the usability and accessibility of any 
given webpage for blind computer users by providing functionality to solve 
commonly encountered problems caused by bad web design practices. 
AccessibleNews 80  Firefox plug-in to make more accessible to Blind Users. The AccessibleNews 
is built upon the technology to smartly understand the page layout and help 
blind users to access the content more quickly. 
AccessTab ver.1.0 21 X Web Accessibility of all linked webpages for a browsing page can be 
evaluated by toggling through their hyperlinks with the TAB key without the 
need to open them. It will report the number of errors as a star scale according 
the W3C WCAG checkpoints. 
Am I Online? 55 X Check your accessibility to the Internet. 
Autofill 8,553  Autofill serves one purpose: fill form fields automatically on page load. It is 
for people who just want straightforward form filler without all the bells and 
whistles. 
ColorXtractor 76  Help people with color blindness to distinguish colors. 
Com tab 108  Format complex data tables help users of screen readers to access data in the 
table. 
Console² 72,447 X It replaces the JavaScript Console with what could be the next generation 
Error Console. 
Context Bookmarks 1,411  Adds bookmarks to context menu that can be accessed by a click. 
Eyesight check 69 X Shows smaller and smaller symbols until you stop recognising them. 
FaceFont 254  FaceFont is an add-on that allows you to use or not, the old Facebook Chat 
and choose the font size of Facebook status. You can also see emoticons 
(smileys) on statutes. 
Fangs Screen Reader Emulator 4,711 X Fangs renders a text version of a web page similar to how a screen reader 
would read it.  
The ambition is to help developers understand how an assistive device would 
present a website and thereby increase chances of finding accessibility issues. 
Firefocus 966  Track Page Focus in Firebug 
Fox Input 62  Adds a quick change to the text input area on the web page shortcuts. 
Glazoom 8,727  Zooms to make your desired section of a page fit into the viewport and adds a 
zoom control panel to the status bar. 
GleeBox 741  GleeBox takes a keyboard-centric approach to navigating the web. It provides 
alternatives to actions that are traditionally performed via the mouse such as 
clicking, scrolling, selecting text fields, etc. 
Gui:config 37,493 X This extension provides advanced configuration for Firefox and many 
additional options. 
HeadingsMap 2.031  The extension generates an index (or map) of any web document structured 
with headings. 
Herdict Web 31 X Evaluate the accessibility of the site and reported to the project Web Herdict. 
Html Validator 145,291 X It adds HTML validation inside Firefox. The number of errors of a HTML 
page is seen on the form of an icon in the status bar when browsing. 
Icon Effects 175 Apply effects to Firefox icons. Grayscale, negative, pink glasses and more. 
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iReader 26,772 
 
View news stories and other articles in a very easy to read, clutter-free, 
scrollable display. 
JAWS HTML 5 Fixes 30 
 
An extension for users of the JAWS screen reader that fixes incompatibilities 
when using it with Firefox to view HTML5 web pages. 
JS Switch 1,247  Adds a toolbar button that enables or disables JavaScript. 
Juicy Studio Accessibility 
Toolbar 
1,506 X This toolbar enables developers to examine WAI-ARIA live regions roles and 
properties, examine data tables, and determine if the colour contrast is 
sufficient. 
LowBrowse 202  It makes browsing more accessible to users with low vision. 
MenubarFlex 54  Restores previous menu bar height flex behavior in Firefox 4.x and also 
extends this ability to the new add-on bar. 
No Color 2,080  Remove colors and background images from the page by one click. 
Noise 1,737  Make sound responses while events happen. 
NoSquint 163,431  It allows the user to adjust the text-only and full-page (both text and images) 
zoom levels as well as color settings both globally and per site. 
Ocawa Toolbar 49 X Audit accessibility to the site using the accessibility validation Ocawa. 
Page Zoom Buttons 7,534  Adds toolbar buttons that control zooming the entire page 
Qompliance 631 X Qompliance gives Firefox users direct access to Deque's Worldspace, a Web 
content Accessibility tool. Now it supports WCAG 2.0 Level A and AA. 
Read2Me "speechify the web" 93  Webpage and email to speech extension using festival or any speech engine 
that can handle plain text files. 
Readability 32,689  It strips the superfluous information and shows the main content in a single 
column of easy-to-read text.  
Readable 1,726  Readable is an application that helps you read more of the web. It transforms 
text on any website using fonts, colours, and layouts of users choosing. 
Reader 7,219  Firefox screen reader. 
SearchThisSite 244  Allows you to search the website currently viewed with the website's internal 
search engine. 
Semantic Checker 662  Checks your document for semantic elements and highlights them. 
Subtile 24,039 X It allows people without Mozilla development knowledge to create their own 
(sub)extension 
TAW3 with a click 2,366 X You can have an idea, with a single click, of how accessible web sites are. 
Textise 937  Creates a text-only version of the current web-page. 
Theme Font & Size Changer 92,590  It lets user to change the global font size and font family used.  
TidyRead 2,073  TidyRead turns the web reading into a fast, smooth, no-fringe experience 
again. It extracts the core text of news articles and blog posts.  
Total Validator 24,509  Perform multiple validations and take screen shots in one go. 
Unique Link Names 7 X Modifies non-unique or similar link names to improve accessibility. 
WAVE Toolbar 1,639 X Toolbar for web accessibility evaluating. 
WCAG Contrast checker 3,121 X Checks whether the combination of two colours is suitable for visual 
perception based on WCAG 1 and 2. 
Web Design Search  23 weekly 
downloads 
X Adds a search engine powered by Google search bar and search within blogs 
and web design. 
WebVisum 47 Helper web search for blind and visually impaired users. 
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After analyzing Table 1, colors to 
avoid photo-epileptic seizures, organize the page to make easier the keyboard navigation and extract the main 
text to optimize the reading by the screen reader. 
Certainly the add-ons are really useful and they collaborate very much for the internet navigation by the 
disabled, such as elderlies in complements that zoom the page, for example. An important point to be detached 
is that the add-ons, in its majority, 41 in total, are free and it facilitates very much for people to have access to 
them, increasing the number of people with this service. Among the free complements, just six ask for 
contributions, but the values are low. 
In its totality, the complements are directed to disabled and some of them also help the developers, with the 
purpose of stimulate a development with accessibility. There are more than 693,031 users in all the add-ons, it 
denotes a significant number that the quantity of person who use them.  
The Figure 2 shows the number of add- e ranges. 
 
 
 Fig. 2. Number of add-ons and its users 
According to the figure we can see that most add-ons (20) have less than 500 users. And only six have more 
than 30,000 users.  
In the Figure 3 we show for which disabilities the add-ons are designed. More than one disability can be 
assigned for each add-on, as can be seen in the figure 3 by the elements overlaps. It is important to note that for 
one add-on, called Web Design Search  is not even informed its total users, so the chart elements sum is 53. 
 
Fig. 3. Presentation of which disabilities the add-ons are designed 
In this context, it is possible to observe in Figure 3 that most complements are directed to people with visual 
disabilities, in second for cognitive followed by physical deficiencies. Some of them are dedicated for people 
with visual and physics disabilities making easier the keyboard navigation. They make faster the reading by the 
screen reader, cleaning the screen and focusing on the main text, turning faster and more practical the 
navigation for people who use these tools.  
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Other tools assists two deficiencies at the same time e many (18) can by utilized on all the three disabilities. 
It is also observed that the add-ons destined for physical disabilities normally help visual and sometimes 
cognitive disabilities.  
7. Conclusion 
Aiming to assist with the difficulty found by disabled an elderlies on web access, this research contributes 
significantly in the verification of tools to aid these persons. The focus analyzed here is related to the Firefox 
add-ons, we verified through testing and data tabulation which tools to assist the disabled or web developers.  
The preoccupation with the resources use by all users on the programing time demonstrates conscience, an 
essential characteristic and indispensable for everybody. 
Another important detail approached on this study is the divulgation and recognition of Firefox 
preoccupation in relation of people with special necessities. With the extensions use, the browser performs a 
very important accessi  
With this intention, the present research exposed the accessibility add-ons presented by Firefox and analyzed 
them in its reach and importance. As future work we intend to investigate add-ons to other important browsers 
like Google Chrome and also further evaluate some of the tools cited here. 
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